Storyboard: “Slippery When Wet”

1. Full shot of bathroom corner, with fire extinguisher (FE), Slippery When Wet sign, stairwell door w. Cowboy Fire Escape guy.

2. A person walks out of bathroom. The door falls shut and we cut to close up of door sign.

3. Close up shot of toilet sign on door.


5. Hear sound.

6. Keep fall.

Male and Female figures begin moving. Female looks around, Male touches wall.

We hear someone shout out and fall. M + F look down.

Cut to Slippery When Wet, who is picking himself up.
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1. He then slips and falls again.
2. Cut to M + F, who look at each other and shrug.
3. Then we hear a sneeze.
4. Cut to FE, who sneezes twice.
5. The third sneeze catapults him to M’s side of the sign.
6. Male hands tissue to FE. FE continues to sneeze.
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13 - Cotton material begins to fill M's side.

14 - F reacts to cotton filling with hand gestures. Turns and yells ("Hi!") to get attention of Fire Escape guy.

15 - Cowboy Fire Escape guy is roasting S'mores on fire.

16 - Turns and drops S'more. He grabs stairs from under him and climbs up to F.

18 - M side filling up more. CFEG takes lasso and throws it up onto wall, and pulls. (Wall barely bends). Another slide: CFEG + F push on wall after rope doesn't work.

19 - Suddenly we hear footsteps...
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1. ... and characters freeze.

2. Live action person walks into frame, pushes door open and enters bathroom.

3. Door slowly falls shut. BEAT. Characters relax. F wipes sweat off forehead (little sweat drops falling).

4. Suddenly, door knob begins to turn; characters freeze.

5. Door opens, person walks out, door shuts again.

6. Characters relax again. BEAT.
FE sneezes hard!

Clears out cotton and sends M flying to FE's sign. CFEG runs out of frame on his stairs.

Shot of bathroom sign as usual, except its F on one side and FE where the M should be. Wall slightly askew.